


The Mundum Token is independently issued by MUN 
LTD, based outside Switzerland. The Mundum Token can 
be used within the Mundum® Universe as a 
voucher/benefit voucher (if the respective service 
providers accept them as such) or as a means of 
payment, and can be staked on the Mundum platform.

This Mundum Token should not be understood as an This Mundum Token should not be understood as an 
access token to the Mundum platform, as all persons can 
register on the Mundum SuperApp without a token and 
use the platform.

MUN LTD is – like other service providers in the Mun-MUN LTD is – like other service providers in the Mun-
dum® Universe – independent of Mundum AG, and 
there is no personal, organizational, or economic inter-
connection between Mundum AG and MUN LTD.
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Execu}ve Summary

/ Vision & Mo}va}o2

/ Social Financial Ac}vis'

/ Community Buildin@

/ Eco Syste'

/ Mundum® is a community that ormly believes in the posi}ve power of its ac}ons, as they drive powerful 

decisions, empowering ac}vi}es and life changing encounters. The Mundum community is driven by the 

power of their work to make the world around us a beter place.

The Mundum® community is driven by the vision and mo}va}on to make the world a beter place. This 

community invests their skills, network and energy in projects and developments that make life changing 

impact and onancial diference. Mundum® vision is driven to create a project that expands posi}ve 

developments, a modern ecosystem and a growing community on a journey to help others. The Mo}va}on is 

to change the world around us via powerful onancial revolu}on. The par}cipa}ng community achieves 

onancial freedom by genera}ng passive income and while at the same }me providing posi}ve onancial impact 

to help others.

The Mundum® is the orst social onancial ac}vism Token/coin. The Mundum® community drives social 

ac}vism through their explicit dona}ons to relief and ac}on organiza}ons. The Mundum® Token is donated 

and provides onancial aid to needy projects via completely transparent and 100% traceable transac}on on the 

blockchain.

The Mundum® Token is used to build community via its Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) and Social Gathering 

Ac}vi}es around celebri}es which share the same vision of high impact social ac}vism. NFTs are used to 

establish membership and par}cipa}on on the organized ac}vi}es.

The most important element of the Mundum® Token is a growing Eco-System of solu}ons that add both 

onancial value as well as u}lity to the this community; it includes integra}on into both the tradi}onal onancial 

system as well as the new world of DAPPs (Decentralized Applica}ons), DeFi (Decentralized Finance), 

Metaverse (Immersive Social eCommerce) and Web 3.0 (Decentralized Web).

The symbio}c collabora}on of these 4 elements delivers the full vision of the Mundum® project.

Vision & Mo}va}on

The purpose of this White Paper is to present Mundum® the orst social onancial coin with its:

Social Financial Ac}vism

Community Building

Eco System
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Challenges

Charites worldwide have been plagued by many challenges; these challenges hinder the 

efec}veness of charity fund raising campaigns and their associated goals. Some of the most 

important challenges are:

Corrup}on is the biggest enemy of chari}es. For the amounts of funds raised for specioc purposes in chari}es 

never get there. Corrup}on at all levels Chari}es cause this efect. Funds don9t get collected, funds go missing, 

funds get misappropriated, funds get used for non-related ac}vi}es that cause leaking in the fund-raising 

system.

Charites are also highly afected by entropy and bad management. This mis management ac}vi}es leads to 

funds ge}ng clogged in the system and causing high levels of inefec}veness of fund raising allowing only a 

smaller percentage of the intended funds to reach their recipients.

Chari}es con}nue to use outdated and slow onancial transfers mechanisms. The speed is 

further slowed by usage of incompa}ble technologies, interborder requirements and 

challenging oeld opera}onal scenarios.

Corrup}on

Challenges

Reach

Speed
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Solu}on

Mundum® will enhance the social charity via NFT powered fund-raising campaigns. Each fund- raising 

campaign will contain a unique NFT collec}on dedicated to it. This NFT collec}on will combine both a 

socially responsible recognizable ar}st as well as access to events coordinated with key celebri}es.*

The NFT will provide both Proof-of-atendance as well as the }cket mechanism to access these high-

proole events. The proceedings of the NFT raising will then the donated to the DAO selected charity. 

NFT Collec}on & Mundum Real Events

10
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Mundum® AG will organize fund raising events on a regular basis. Charity organiza}ons ann

Mundum® partner eco-system companies/organiza}ons can present themselves at these events and 

the Mundum token holders can par}cipate in workshops and networking at these events. These 

events are intended to promote cohesion and a common spirit.

All par}es thus have a unique opportunity to expand their network or customer base. To par}cipate in 

these events, the par}cipa}on fees are partly due in Mundum ERC Tokens.
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Solu}on

Mundum® will leverage the power of the Metaverse technology to create the Mundum® Shopping World. 

Metaverse is a new genera}on of immersive technologies which combines many elements. According to 

Gartner Group a <Think Tank= of technology; Metaverse combines many elements to bring innova}on into 

social networking, ecommerce and other online ac}vi}es. Mundum® Shopping World will leverage several of 

these technologies such as:

Mundum® Shopping World will become its own immersive shopping world. Mundum® shopping world will 

contain both a 2D and 3D experience (to allow for diferent mobile device capabili}es). For Lower End entry 

level mobiles Mundum® Shopping World will use a 2D graphical interface. This interface will allow the users 

to navigate Geographically via a world map in which the user can click diferent countries, and from the 

country navigate to diferent ci}es. Within the selected Ci}es the user will obtain and display various 

informa}on about this respec}ve city (touris}c sights, weather, history, events, etc....).*

Mundum® Shopping World also has a a shopping portal in which the Mundum® eco-system partner 

companies have linked their respec}ve stores. These stores will allow the partner companies to showcase 

their products in in high-quality 2D and 3D graphics.

{ Digital Currencm

{ Social Entertainment Eventl

{ Digital Commerc|

{ NFTs

{ Online Shoppin�

{ Social Medi�

{ Gamin�

{ Digital Assets

Metaverse - Mundum shopping world

11
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Marketplace / Digitan

Commerce

Digital Currency
Concerts, Social ann

Entertament Events

Online Shopping

Workplace
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Solu}on

If the user is interested in a specioc store and selects it, then they will be forwarded to the website/shop of 

the eco-system partner company. There he will possibly make his purchase using tradi}onal oat currencies 

but also using Mundum® ERC Tokens which will provide a discounted price. The purchases will be done via 

Mundum® Shopping World so that the respec}ve Token Reward Points and Commissions can be atributed 

to each party: Mundum®, Partner Shop and User.

The partner companies also adver}se in the Mundum® Shopping World genera}ng further revenue for 

Chari}es. Mundum® Shopping World is not just about eCommerce but also about social interac}on and 

community building. The user can also book restaurants, hotels, rental cars, nights, etc. The Mundum® 

Shopping World is designed to be as engaging as well as immersive.*

By combining several key technologies:

Z Ar}ocial Intelligence for guidancH

Z Automated BotR

Z Virtual Reality

Z Charity DAO for community contribu}ng to decisionR

Z Proof of Charity new consensus Protocov

Z Higher Performanco

       a) Quick Transac}on Time{

       b) Large Number of Concurrent User{

Z Full Web 3.0 Integra}o�

Z Lower Transac}on FeeR

Z Support for Gaming Micro Transac}onR

Z NFT Suppor�

Z Direct Metaverse integra}on

Z Digital PaymentR

Z Gamioca}on TechniqueR

Z Mobile Applica}ons

The nexibility of having both 2D and 3D interfaces it would allow a more inclusive par}cipa}on of all 

possible users from various economical backgrounds; this will encourage the users to visit frequently and 

remain in the Mundum® Shopping World while being engaged.

The orst releases of Mundum® will be on the Polygon blockchain allowing for good transac}on through put, 

mul}chain support and low transac}on fees. However, Mundum® has a greater vision to include even more 

deep enhancements into the blockchain. Mundum® will further enhance the project by funding and crea}ng 

its own blockchain. This blockchain will be funded once the project reaches maturity. The purposely built 

blockchain will sever to power the Mundum® eco-system. The New Blockchain will include the following 

building features:

Metaverse - Mundum shopping world

New Blockchain
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Solu}on

One of the key innova}ons of Mundum® Universe eco-system of solu}ons will be Charity DAO. The charity 

DAO allows for the social and collec}ve par}cipa}on of the community in the decision making of the Social 

Charity processes. The Mundum® will be researching the pu}ng forward the best chari}es with the most 

universal impact to be funded. The Chari}es will be presented to the members which will have the 

opportunity to vote and select the best ones based on their ownership of the Mundum® governance token. 

The votes will be automa}cally recorded and administered by the DAO audited smart contract.

The Proof of Charity is also powered by a new purposely built Blockchain and a nexible NFT Consensus 

Mechanism. In our blockchain system, the NFTs have unique diferent use: this enable the owner of the NFTs 

to par}cipate in the consensus process of blockchain as well as in the DAO as well; this creates a more 

inclusive par}cipa}on of the community.

Following that, he will get the opportunity to via his connect wallet with the use of these 4 NFTs to power the 

consensus mechanism, to combine the 4 NFTs together with an amount of Mundum Coins to generate the 

new consensus protocol. All transac}ons executed on this Blockchain will also distribute 1% of transac}on 

fees to the validators of the network in Mundum tokens.

In short summary the Proof of Charity consensus mechnism, allows users stake Mundum tokens, donate a 

por}on of their earnings, receive NFTs in return, and must collect at least 4 of them and use them to secure 

the Blockchain. The users have demonstrably donated and are validators of a blockchain - this mechanism 

thus enables Proof of Charity+

To par}cipate in the consensus process, a user must collect all 4 types of NFTs:

Charity DAO

Proof of Charity
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Architecture Summary

The following provides an architecture summary of customer and associated wallet processes. Mundum® 

Architecture is customer centric, the rela}onship with the customer is done via the Wallet applica}on. 

Mundum® will contain various types of coins in its wallet:

This architecture is fully transparent and blockchain centric allowing for full visibility and auditability of all 

transac}ons. The original Polygon blockchain used will but later enhanced and replaced by a sophis}cated 

blockchain which will enable:

The Mundum® Architecture also contains 3 major key Applica}on Processes:

� Mundum ERC20 Coins (basic coins powering staking system and charity|

� Mundum NFTs (used in Gaming, NFT Marketplace, Mundum Shopping World an�

� Mundum MetaVerse|

� Mundum Governance Tokens (used for DAO Vo}ng)

� Proof of Charity NFT based Consensus Mechanis¤

� DAO Smart contracts to enabling vo}ng on Charity of Choice support funding ac}vi}e³

� Higher Performanc¨

� Lower Transac}ons fees

õË  for interac}on with Customer its wallet as well a providing on and of ramps for Fiat 

Currencies. Mondo Gate focus on the friendly customer onboarding experienceË

ÓË  runs on the Ethereum blockchain and provides the control administra}on 

system between Mondo Gate and Mundum Administra}on wallet and interacts with the Ves}ng Smart 

ContractË

ÊË is writen in Solidity and fully audited by a 3rd party to ensure complete 

security and transparency. This Ves}ng Contract applies to private and angel sale rounds (Vested tokens 

are locked for 1 to 2 years), while Staking Contract enables the customer/owner wallet to also earn 

rewards via Staking. By staking his Mundum Coins from 1 day to extended periods of }me, users can earn 

rewards. This Ves}ng period is fully nexible and allows both customers to receive passive returns as well a 

genera}ng 10% of these returns towards the Charity of their choice. All these returns Staking and Ves}ng 

other returns such as bonus and referrals increase the users and investors poten}al returns.

Mondo Gate

Mundum Control Center DAPP

Mundum Ves}ng Smart Contract 

Mundum® Architecture
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Architecture Summary

The Mundum® Architecture is an Open Eco-System which enables further enhancements and updates as 

required and voted by the community. The Key stake holders of this Eco-System will be:

The Mundum® Architecture is designed for con}nuous growth support of Chari}es and its communi}es.

i Community Memberd

i Chari}ed

i Charity Partners

i Ar}std

i E-Commerce Partnerd

i Celebri}es and Innuencers

Mundum® Architecture
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Customer

Mundum Control Centez
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Ves}ng Contract
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Owner Wallet
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Tokenomics

Total Supply

Token Distribu}on
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Total Supply 1.500.000.000 Tokens

h Mundum Founda}on 20e

h Angel Investor Sale 5e

h Private Sale 15%

h IEO 20e

h Community Staking Fund 40%

Mundum Founda}on

Angel Investor Sale

Private Sale

IEO

Community Staking Fund
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The following are the key Token Policies used to control the issued tokens:

Lest review the following token example 40% of Total Supply 4% will allocated to the stacker9s:

As a result, the overall percentage (%) of the Tokens supply will decrease and the overall price of 

the token will raise gradually as a result.

h 10 % of this goes to charito

h 0,4% and will be burnex

h The remaining 36% so remaining 36% 3 0,4% = 35,6% in second year 

will be given 3,56% to stacker9s 10% etc.

»� The Tokens of the Mundum Founda}on will be frozen ini}ally and then only released for Innova}on and 

Technical Support func}ons of the Project. The release and usage of the Tokens will be transparently 

Announced and can further be voted via the created Mundum DAO�

�� Unsold Tokens (during the Sale Rounds) will automa}cally add to the Community Staking Fund. This will 

allow unsold tokens to generate further revenues for the project�

�� The Tokens of the Community Staking Fund will be released over the following Years and used in the 

staking plavorm. Each year 10 % of the total tokens will be used in this manner�

±� Staking will generate substan}al rewards to the users. A por}on of these rewards 10%, will be allocated to 

charity. In short 10% of the Staking Rewards Tokens are donated to charity�

�� 10% of The Charity Tokens earned via staking will be burned out of the Community Staking Fund. This 

burning of tokens creates a dena}onary System which increases the value to the token holders�

¨� Several items of Tokenomics have been implemented in the project�

� No Team Token¹

ª� No Airdrops Token¹

¾� No Giveaway Token¹

x� No Incen}ve Token¹

�� Every Mundum Token was sold in a Sale. Therefore, every token holder has an incen}ve to hold the tokens 

(HODL) and not sell them as soon as possible. This will create a more stable token value without massive 

sudden increase or drop in price

Token Policies
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Tokenomics
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PROJEC]ONS
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Financial Projec}ons

$ 26, 740,000$ 16, 200,000

$ 19, 400,000$ 3, 880,000

$ 2, 750,000 $ 4, 300,000$ 3, 200,000
$ 5, 590,000

$ 31, 040,000 $ 36, 860,000

$ 31, 270,000$ 1, 130,000

Proots

Proots

2022 2023 2024 2025

Revenues

Revenues

Expenses

Expenses
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The purpose of this White Paper is to present Mundum® Token to poten}al token holders in connec}on with 

the proposed Token sale. The informa}on set forth below may not be exhaus}ve and does not imply any 

elements of a contractual rela}onship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable informa}on to 

poten}al token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the 

company with the intent of purchasing Mundum® Tokens.

Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to cons}tute a prospectus of any sort or a solicita}on for 

investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an ofering or a solicita}on of an ofer to buy any securi}es in 

any jurisdic}on. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regula}ons 

of any jurisdic}on, which are designed to protect investors. Mundum® Token is a u}lity token. This product is 

not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of onancial instrument and has not been 

registered under the Securi}es Act, the securi}es laws of any state of the United States or the securi}es laws 

of any other country, including the securi}es laws of any jurisdic}on in which a poten}al token holder is a 

resident.

Mundum® Token cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper, including 

but not limited to, any investment, specula}ve or other onancial purposes.

Mundum® Token is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdic}on where sale or use of digital tokens may be 

prohibited.

Mundum® Token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership, distribu}on 

(including but not limited to proot), redemp}on, liquida}on, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual 

property), or other onancial or legal rights, other than those speciocally described in the White Paper.

Certain statements, es}mates and onancial informa}on contained in this White Paper cons}tute forward-

looking statements or informa}on. Such forward-looking statements or informa}on involve known and 

unknown risks and uncertain}es, which may cause actual events or results to difer materially from the 

es}mates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. White Paper can be 

modioed to provide more detailed informa}on.

This English language White Paper is the primary oocial source of informa}on about the Mundum® Token. 

The informa}on contained herein may from }me to }me be translated into other languages or used in the 

course of writen or verbal communica}ons with exis}ng and prospec}ve customers, partners etc. In the 

course of such transla}on or communica}on some of the informa}on contained herein may be lost, 

corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alterna}ve communica}ons cannot be guaranteed. In the 

event of any connicts or inconsistencies between such transla}ons and communica}ons and this oocial 

English language White Paper, the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail.

Disclaimers
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Charity con}nue to grow and evolve with the }mes to service its 

community in the best way possible.*

Charity is driving by the impact it has on selected causes and 

purpose of community delivery of Love.

Charity is primarily delivered today by Global Non-Governmental Organiza}ons (NGOs) and Charitable 

Organiza}ons.*

This market segment has con}nual growth curve of 6.9% (CAGR). This market is growing0

Z from $236.1Billion in 201-

Z projected $582.1Billion in 2030

Research
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Appendix

$236.1 billion

2015

$582.1 billion

2030

Global NGOs and Charitable Organiza}ons Market

Market forecast to grow a CAGR of 6.9%
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Other important Charity Market trend is consistency in growth year on year. From 2012 to 2018 the average 

remains around 10% con}nual growth.

One of the important elements is the changes in the usage of devices to perform Charitable transac}on.

The biggest notable change is the con}nual increase in the mobile as the device of choice to Charitable 

transac}ons.

Research
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Appendix

2012 10.7%

13.5%

13.0%

7.1%

7.9%

12.1%

10.6%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Online giving is up 10.6 % so far April 2018

Change in share of transac}ons by device 2016 - 2017

Desktop

Mobile

Tablet

-10% -5% 5%0% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%
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Glossary of Terms

Abstrac~

A summary of a larger writen document. Abstracts are common in the beginning of cryptocurrency 

whitepapers and technical documents to brieny describe the en}re document.

An}-Money*

Laundering or AML A set of laws designed to prevent conver}ng illegally earned money into what appears to 

be legally earned money. Laundering just means cleaning something that is dirty. Money laundering is the 

process of making illegally earned money (dirty money) appear to be legally earned (clean money). An}-money 

laundering rules and laws are designed to make it diocult for criminals to launder their money.

Airdrop*

Is the process of freely distribu}ng a new cryptocurrency to people hopefully crea}ng more demand. When a 

new cryptocurrency is created, it needs to gain users. One way of doing this through an airdrop. The group 

issuing the airdrop hopes new users will begin researching and sharing the coin crea}ng more demand.

Blockchain a system (ledger) in which a record of transac}ons made in cryptocurrency are maintained across 

several computers that are linked in a peer-to-peer network. The validity of each cryptocurrency9s coins is 

provided by a blockchain. A blockchain is a con}nuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked 

and secured using cryptography.

Crypto*

Short for cryptography or cryptocurrency. Crypto comes from the Greek word meaning <hidden=.

Cold storage A type of digital data storage that takes longer to access and quite oven is not connected to the 

Internet. Also known as a <cold wallet=.

Consensus*

Consensus is deoned as agreement by the majority of people about something. Consensus requires at least 

51% of the people agree on something. Consensus is a very important part of cryptocurrency technology. 

With consensus, the digital records maintained by the network of computers, known as the blockchain, can be 

agreed upon as correct. With consensus, decisions can be made on how to ox or upgrade the cryptocurrency 

technology without relying on one single leader. Consensus is a necessary feature in a decentralized 

organiza}on like cryptocurrencies.

Crowdfunding*

Crowdfunding is a way of raising money by ge}ng small amounts of money from many people. By ge}ng $20 

from 1,000 people, a company can quickly and easily raise $20,000.

Decentralized*

A type of system where elements are spread out by some means, with decisions made from many points, and 

independence is preserved across the network. Decentraliza}on is actually a combina}on of 3 parts making 

up a triangle:

27
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Glossary of Terms

Decentralized Autonomous Organiza}on (DAO)*

Commonly known as the abbreviated name, DAO, it's a leaderless organiza}on supported by a network of 

computersq

=q Structure: A system located in mul}ple places across a space, is a decentralized structureq

<q Management: A system managed by my many equally powerful units, with no singl%

6q ruling unit is a decentralized managementq

4q Independence: A system made up of independent units working together for a commo]

tq purpose is a decentralized independence.

Decentralized Applica}on (DAPP+

A sovware applica}on that has its technology running publicly on a network of computers.

Decentralized exchange (DEX+

A decentralized exchange is a plavorm for exchanging cryptocurrencies based on func}onality programmed 

on the blockchain (i.e., in smart contracts). The trading is peer-to-peer, or between pools of liquidity. This is in 

contrast with a centralized exchange, which is more akin to a bank or investment orm that specializes in 

cryptocurrencies. There are important technical and regulatory diferences between the two which are 

constantly evolving.

Digital currenc{

Digital currency (digital money, electronic money or electronic currency) is a type of currency available in 

digital form (in contrast to physical, such as banknotes and coins). It exhibits proper}es similar to physical 

currencies, but can allow for instantaneous transac}ons and borderless transfer-of-ownership. Examples 

include virtual currencies, cryptocurrencies, and central bank digital currency. These currencies may be used 

to buy physical goods and services, but may also be restricted to certain communi}es such as for use inside 

an online game.

Digital Signaturo

A digital signature is a mathema}cal scheme for verifying the authen}city of digital messages or documents. A 

valid digital signature, where the prerequisites are sa}soed, gives a recipient very strong reason to believe that 

the message was created by a known sender (authen}ca}on), and that the message was not altered in transit 

(integrity).

Distributed ledgez

A system of independent computers that are simultaneously recording data. With distributed ledger 

technology, iden}cal copies of the recording are kept by each computer.

ERC-2:

A proposed set of rules and standards for crea}ng new cryptocurrency using Ethereum as the founda}on. 

ERC-20 describes crypto made with Ethereum technology that follow these rules and standards.
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Glossary of Terms

Exchange{

Cryptocurrency exchanges allow customers to trade cryptocurrencies for other assets, such as conven}onal 

oat money, or to trade between diferent digital currencies.

Fiat currenc{

Government-issued currency. For example, US Dollars (USD), Euros (EUR), Yuan (CNY), and Yen (JPY).

Gas prico

A very small amount of Ethereum and it is mul}plied by an amount known as gas limit to pay people to record 

transac}ons and do other sovware ac}ons.

Ini}al Coin Ofering (ICO+

A }me-sensi}ve process when a new cryptocurrency or token generally becomes available for the public to 

invest in.

Immutabilit{

The inability to be altered or changed. This is a key element of blockchain networks: once writen onto a 

blockchain ledger, data cannot be altered. This immutability provides the basis for commerce and trade to take 

place on blockchain networks.

Know Your Customer (KYC+

A customer iden}oca}on process required by law for onancial organiza}ons.

Private ke{

A string of leters and numbers known only by the owner that allows them to spend their cryptocurrency. 

NEVER SHARE your private key unless you want someone else to be able to take all of your money+

Liquidit{

The availability of liquid assets to a company or market. An asset is considered more liquid if it can easily be 

converted into cash. The harder the ability to turn an asset into cash the more illiquid the asset. For example, 

stocks are considered rela}vely liquid assets as they can be easily converted to cash while real estate is 

considered an illiquid asset. The liquidity of an asset afects its risk poten}al and market price.

NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens+

When discussing Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), <fungibility= refers to an object9s ability to be exchanged for 

another. For example, an individual dollar is considered fungible as we can trade dollars with one another. 

Artwork is usually deemed non-fungible as pain}ngs, sculptures, or masterpieces are likely to be unequal in 

quality or value. A non-fungible token is a type of token that is a unique digital asset and has no equal token. 

This is in contrast to cryptocurrencies like ether that are fungible in nature.
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Glossary of Terms

P2P (Peer-to-peer+

P2P refers to interac}ons that happen between two par}es, usually two separate individuals. A P2P network 

can be any number of individuals. In regards to a blockchain network, individuals are able to transact or 

interact with each other without relying on an intermediary or single point of failure.

Proof of Work (PoW+

A process for achieving consensus and building on a digital record known as a blockchain. With PoW, users 

compete with each other via their computers to solve a puzzle.

Proof of Stake (PoS+

A process for achieving consensus and building on a digital record known as a blockchain. With PoS, users put 

up a collateral of tokens (or a <stake=) and use a process that is more energy and cost-eocient than previous 

solu}ons.

Protocon

A set of rules that dictate how data is exchanged and transmited. This pertains to cryptocurrency in 

blockchain when referring to the formal rules that outline how these ac}ons are performed across a specioc 

network.

Regulaten

Regulated describes something that is controlled and managed according to rules. Car companies must follow 

pollu}on regula}ons when designing and building cars.

Scalabilit{

A change in size or scale to handle a network9s demands. This word is used to refer to a blockchain project9s 

ability to handle network traoc, future growth, and capacity in its intended applica}on.

Smart contrac~

An agreement to exchange goods, services, or money that will automa}cally execute, without third party 

oversight, so long as established criteria are met.

Stablecoin

Any cryptocurrency pegged to a stable asset, like oat currency or gold. It theore}cally remains stable in price 

as it is measured against a known amount of an asset less subject to nuctua}on. Always spelled as one word.

Staking In the Ethereum context, 8staking9 of tokens or currency carries the tradi}onal meaning of 8se}ng 

aside currency for a determined purpose9; however, 8staking9 can happen in a variety of venues with diferent 

efects. For example, on decentralized exchanges (DEXs), there is no centralized authority or bank pu}ng up 

the funds to allow transfers to happen between par}es; rather, the par}es amongst themselves have to 

establish liquidity pools in order to facilitate swaps. In this context, someone might 8stake9 tokens into a 

liquidity pool, oven for a promised rate of return in exchange for the use of their tokens, with the op}on to 

withdraw their tokens later.
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Transac}on Fee (TX Fee+

Transac}on fees for cryptocurrency depend mainly on the supply of network capacity at the }me, versus the 

demand from the currency holder for a faster transac}on. The currency holder can choose a specioc 

transac}on fee, while network en}}es process transac}ons in order of highest ofered fee to lowest.

Token

A token is deoned as something that represents value, services, or a product. There are three main types of 

tokens built with blockchain technology:

G3 A u}lity token that provides access to a product or service including sovware, digital content, etc3

-3 A security token that represents a real-world, physical asset3

+3 An equity token that represents par}al ownership in a company.

All three types of tokens are bought and sold with the hope of gaining a proot. The words <crypto asset= and 

<digital asset= can also be used to describe tokens.

Unbanken

Unbanked is deoned as a collec}ve term for people who do not or cannot use banking services and therefore, 

have litle or no access to onancial services. There are many reasons why a person may be unbanked 

including:

G3 Aver experiencing a banking crisis, they may have a distrust of the banking system3

-3 Some individuals don9t have enough money to meet the minimum requirements of 1

+3 bank3

"3 Illegal immigrants may not have the paperwork needed to open a bank account3

O3 A small group of the unbanked are criminals who are trying to avoid the aten}on of la<

E3 enforcement.

Some cryptocurrencies aim to help the unbanked by allowing them to store, use, and transfer their money 

with very few requirements.

Walle~

A cryptocurrency wallet stores the public and private <keys= or <addresses= which can be used to receive or 

spend the cryptocurrency. With the private key, it is possible to write in the public ledger, efec}vely spending 

the associated cryptocurrency. With the public key, it is possible for others to send currency to the wallet.

Web3 / Web 3.0*

Web3, or Web 3.0, are terms used synonymously with <the decentralized web= and are oven used to refer, 

broadly, to the blockchain and decentralized technology ecosystems as a whole.
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